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THETHE    FLIGHT ATTENDANTFLIGHT ATTENDANT    - This- This    
comedy drama, emphasis on thecomedy drama, emphasis on the
drama of an alcoholic flightdrama of an alcoholic flight
attendant who wakes up in theattendant who wakes up in the
wrong room with a dead body. It iswrong room with a dead body. It is
smart, funny with a stellarsmart, funny with a stellar
supporting cast. It's well writtensupporting cast. It's well written
and some of the twists I didn'tand some of the twists I didn't
guess. It's got the same freshnessguess. It's got the same freshness
as the first season of Killing Eveas the first season of Killing Eve
had.had.    SKY/NOW TV (UK )// HBOSKY/NOW TV (UK )// HBO
MAX (USA)MAX (USA)

W I N E  &  C U T  T H E
C H A T / H O W  H A V E  I  N O T
S E E N  T H I S ?
I GOT LIFE -I GOT LIFE -    Love this film, about a woman going throughLove this film, about a woman going through

the menopause and rediscovering who she is. It's so funnythe menopause and rediscovering who she is. It's so funny  

  and well, just watch it! and well, just watch it! BBC IPLAYERBBC IPLAYER

ALLEN vs FARROWALLEN vs FARROW    - Everyone has their own opinion on- Everyone has their own opinion on

Woody Allen and his interaction with the children he raisedWoody Allen and his interaction with the children he raised

with Mia Farrow. Watch this 4 part documentary and see ifwith Mia Farrow. Watch this 4 part documentary and see if

it changes your mind. it changes your mind. SKY DOCUMENTARIES/NOW TVSKY DOCUMENTARIES/NOW TV

THE SEAL TEAM - This is a no needTHE SEAL TEAM - This is a no need
to engage drama, where you followto engage drama, where you follow
the seal team going into anotherthe seal team going into another
enemy territory to save someoneenemy territory to save someone
yet back home their family lives areyet back home their family lives are
in tatters. in tatters. NOW TVNOW TV

24 - If you've never seen 24 then24 - If you've never seen 24 then
now is your time, basically eachnow is your time, basically each
episode is one hour of the 24 hourepisode is one hour of the 24 hour
clock. Will Jack Bauer save theclock. Will Jack Bauer save the
world?world?    DISNEY PLUSDISNEY PLUS

TRUE LIFE/ DOCUMENTARIESTRUE LIFE/ DOCUMENTARIES
DONUT KING - Who doesn't likeDONUT KING - Who doesn't like
doughnuts? I love them. This isn'tdoughnuts? I love them. This isn't
just a story about doughnuts butjust a story about doughnuts but
how one Cambodian immigranthow one Cambodian immigrant
helped other refugees land on theirhelped other refugees land on their
feet when they dirst arrived in thefeet when they dirst arrived in the
USA.USA.        NOW TV/ SKYNOW TV/ SKY
DOCUMENTARYDOCUMENTARY

I R O N  &  W A T C H

MOLLY'S GAME - This is based onMOLLY'S GAME - This is based on
a true story but because itsa true story but because its
screenplay is written by Aaronscreenplay is written by Aaron
Sorkin it elevates and gets aSorkin it elevates and gets a
dramatic edge. So much of it isdramatic edge. So much of it is
hard to believe that it is true buthard to believe that it is true but
hey, the truth is stranger thanhey, the truth is stranger than
fiction. I really enjoyed it. fiction. I really enjoyed it. NETFLINETFLIXX

D A T E  N I G H T

E A R S  &  E Y E B A L L S
 L O C K D O W N  3 . 0  J A N U A R Y  - W E E K  1 0

M A R C H  2 0 2 1 I S S U E  4 4

A F T E R  W O R K /
O N  T H E  S O F A !



J U S T  W A N T  T O  W A T C H  S O M E T H I N G
G O O D

THETHE    40 YEAR OLD VERSION - This is an amusing and interesting look at changing careers in40 YEAR OLD VERSION - This is an amusing and interesting look at changing careers in

your 40s. It's told through the gaze of Radha who is an out of work playwright who decides toyour 40s. It's told through the gaze of Radha who is an out of work playwright who decides to

become a rapper. become a rapper. NETFLIXNETFLIX

MAP TO THE STARS -Dark, subversive and satirical look at the Hollywood dream directed by theMAP TO THE STARS -Dark, subversive and satirical look at the Hollywood dream directed by the

master of David Cronenberg. You've seen these types of characters on screen before and it ismaster of David Cronenberg. You've seen these types of characters on screen before and it is

hard to find any sympathy for them but the way in which it is directed and the stellar cast makeshard to find any sympathy for them but the way in which it is directed and the stellar cast makes

it watchable. it watchable. BBC IPLAYERBBC IPLAYER

AND WHEN DID YOU LAST SEE YOUR FATHER - This is based on the best selling memoir ofAND WHEN DID YOU LAST SEE YOUR FATHER - This is based on the best selling memoir of

Blake Morrison and it is a gem of a movie with Colin Firth and Jim Broadbent. It's about a sonBlake Morrison and it is a gem of a movie with Colin Firth and Jim Broadbent. It's about a son

going back to see his dying father, but really it's about how adult child sees their parents - quitegoing back to see his dying father, but really it's about how adult child sees their parents - quite

literally.literally.      CHANNEL 4/40DCHANNEL 4/40D

DEUTSCHLAND '83, '86 & '89 - This is a spy trilogy set in the then divided Germany during theDEUTSCHLAND '83, '86 & '89 - This is a spy trilogy set in the then divided Germany during the

cold war. It's engrossing, well written and interesting. cold war. It's engrossing, well written and interesting. CHANNEL 4/40DCHANNEL 4/40D

SNOWFALL - To understand how gang warfare started in California, you have to watch thisSNOWFALL - To understand how gang warfare started in California, you have to watch this

series about how the CIA flooded South Central with crack cocaine. Whilst a drama it is sadlyseries about how the CIA flooded South Central with crack cocaine. Whilst a drama it is sadly

based on truth.based on truth.      BBC IPLAYER & NETFLIXBBC IPLAYER & NETFLIX

THETHE    GOOD FIGHT -SeriesGOOD FIGHT -Series    1-3 of the Good1-3 of the Good
Fight is on Amazon, but series 4 isFight is on Amazon, but series 4 is
streaming on Channel 40D. This is astreaming on Channel 40D. This is a
spinoff from the Good Wife with somespinoff from the Good Wife with some
characters you'll recognise and others youcharacters you'll recognise and others you
won't. I think it's sharper and wittier thanwon't. I think it's sharper and wittier than
the Good Wife - still legal drama but with athe Good Wife - still legal drama but with a
bite. bite. CHANNEL 4/ AMAZON PRIMECHANNEL 4/ AMAZON PRIME

SECRET CITY - Another great AustralianSECRET CITY - Another great Australian
drama with the very watchable Jackidrama with the very watchable Jacki
Weaver.Weaver.    It's about a journalist whoIt's about a journalist who
uncovers a very dark and murky world ofuncovers a very dark and murky world of
deals, political messiness and corruption.deals, political messiness and corruption.
It's bingeable.It's bingeable.    NETFLIXNETFLIX

  

D U V E T  D A Y
DUCK TALESDUCK TALES    - roll it back to the '80s with- roll it back to the '80s with
the complete series of this classic nowthe complete series of this classic now
available on Disney Plus.available on Disney Plus.      DISNEY PLUSDISNEY PLUS
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